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Abstract 

 

VIP Token is a new and innovative cryptocurrency. It was designed to primarily serve as a loyalty and 

membership token that allows the VIP Token community to access VIP sections, concerts, and other 

types of events. Besides using the token to enter events, users are incentivized to hold the token long 

term instead of trading. Each transaction is taxed and the collected taxes go towards community 

benefits, automated liquidity acquisition, project development, and a burn address which makes the 

token deflationary. The goal of the project is to make the whole user experience simple and 

straightforward so that new users to the crypto space can easily enjoy the benefits of being a part of the 

VIP Token community. The upcoming iOS and Android apps will simplify things like onboarding, holding, 

using the token to enter events, and offboarding. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Today the most typical process of entering an event is by buying event tickets. That involves various 

transactional fees, fees for ticket distribution, etc. A majority of the transactions are one-off 

transactions: attendees buy a ticket and enjoy the event but the money paid for the ticket is gone 

forever. VIP Token is different. People buy a certain amount of VIP Token and it will allow them to enter 

the event they want. To enter an event they generate their unique ticket within the VIP Token app and 

use it to enter events. Such ticket generation is, in most cases, free. That means after they return from 

the event they still have the same balance of VIP Token as they had before generating the ticket. That 

allows them to enter as many events as they want as long as their balance is high enough (every event 

has a different VIP Token balance requirement). Event organizers are either paid directly by the VIP 

Token community, or they agree to provide their service in exchange for promotions done by the VIP 

Token. The VIP Token community get community benefits of every transaction made within the 

network. That creates a network effect where new users are joining, current users are not leaving 

because the value of their token holding is increasing, new organizers and partners are getting in, and 

the total VIP Token market cap is increasing. For users who stay involved for longer time periods the 

taxation of token buys and sells is not very significant. On the other hand it is a big problem for active 

traders, who are discouraged in their activities. That is intentional as it helps to reduce volatility in the 



token price which is something that average users want to see. The community benefits also from the 

burn mechanism where a small percentage of every transaction is burned. 

 

 

2. Use case 

 

Primarily the token is used for entering events. It could be either 3rd party events where VIP Token acts 

as a partner, or exclusive events just for VIP Token community. Users are ranked into tier levels based 

on their token balance. There are levels like Standard, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Black. Different events 

require different tier levels. In some cases there will be a different level of service provided to different 

tier level users. For example, there could be a requirement that users who are in at least the Silver tier 

can enter an event, users who have reached the Gold level can not only enter the event but will also get 

a welcome drink, Platinum users can also enjoy free soft drinks during the event duration and users who 

have the Black level status are the only ones who can meet the artists backstage. That way users are 

motivated to reach a certain level and keep using its benefits while they hold the tokens. The goal of VIP 

Token is to give the VIP experience to ordinary people. That’s why instead of giving discounts the VIP 

Token team is concentrating on providing extra services for VIP Token community within events. 

 

 

3. Tokenomics 

 

Initial supply:      1 Quadrillion  

Initially burned:      500 Trillion  

 

Total Tax:      8% 

Out of that: 

Community benefits:   2% 

Automated liquidity acquisition:  2% 

Promotions:    1% 

Development:    1% 

Events:     1% 

Collaborations:    1% 

 



Community benefits are distributed evenly among all community members based on their VIP Token 

balance at the moment of each transaction. The more tokens they hold the more tokens they receive. 

Because over 50% of the initial token supply is burned, the burn address is the biggest token holder. 

Because of that it also receives community benefits from every transaction. That means that over 50% 

of all community benefits are sent to the burn address, and that creates a deflationary environment. 

The rate of deflation increases in time as the holdings of the burn address grow. That’s exactly opposite 

to inflation that almost all fiat currencies around the world are constantly experiencing. 

VIP Token was designed with automated liquidity collection in place. Each transaction generates a tax 

that goes towards liquidity. Funds are collected by the smart contract and every time a predefined 

threshold is met, the tokens are converted into a token pair used by the liquidity pool and the new 

liquidity is added to the pool. Growing liquidity in the pool helps to minimize the impact of big buys or 

sells on the token price.   

Promotions, development, events, and collaborations are taxes going directly to the VIP Token team and 

the funds are used for their specific purpose. 

 

 

4. Roadmap 

 

Phase 1 (Q4 2021) 

 Concept Generation 

 Team Assemble 

 Research and Development 

 Release Token on Pancake Swap 

 DXSALE liquidity lock 

 Techrate Audit 

 CoinGecko Listing 

 CoinMarketCap Listing 

 Start VIP App Development 

 

Phase 2 (Q1 2022) 

 VIP App Design and UI 

 VIP App Release for Android 

 VIP App Release for iOS 

 Website Redesign 

 Brand Ambassador 

 VIP Community Giveaways 

 Continue to Build Media Presence 



 Celebrity Endorsements 

 

Phase 3 (Q2 2022) 

 Rewards System and Gamification 

 Exclusive Community Events 

 App Implementation with Venues 

 Trust Wallet / Metamask listing 

 

Phase 4 (Q3-Q4 2022) 

 Achieve Mass Adoption 

 Special Events for VIP Token Community 

 Third Party Exclusive Offers 

 Multichain Support (Ethereum 2.0) 

 Metaverse Presence 

 International and Multi-Language Adoption 

 Fully Decentralized Governance 


